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"Don't go past the top of the curue."

-Robert P. lnman, Professor of Business Economics and Public Policy, Wharton School

By: Mark Glennon*

Chicago's south suburbs are in a death spiral and property taxes are central to the story. Most numbers reported to
date have been spotty, though anecdotes are common about abandoned properties and underwater homeowners
unable to sell because of property taxes.

This article collects the empirical data more comprehensively from a variety of sources, most of which have become
available only recently. Rates, indeed, have surpassed what any rational person could defend. The numbers provide
a stark warning to all communities that are heavily taxed. Other factors contributed to the decline of south suburbia,
which I will touch on briefly. Unquestionably, however, crushing proper$ taxes worked as a powerful accelerant and
now are sealing the doom of most south suburbs.

For purposes here, by "south suburbs," I mean municipalities in the four townships directly south of Chicago on the
bottom right of the map to the left
Bremen, Rich, Thornton and Bloom Townships. They basically form a rectangle
south of the city to the edge of Cook County, bounded by lndiana on the east and Cicero Avenue on the west.

-

I willfocus on "effective property taxes," which is simply the percentage annualtaxes represent compared to the
actual market value of a property. A $200,000 home with an annual tax bill of $10,000, for example, would have an
effective rate of 5%. That's the right way to look at taxes because it cuts through the complexity of equalization
factors, nominaltax rates and other numbers that usually obfuscate property tax discussions.

The Average Rafes;

"Confiscatory" is not an exaggeration of some of the rates
common in many of these communities. Rafes now average
5.23% peryearof a the market value of homes in south
suburban communities, far more than mortgage interest
which today would typically be no more than four percent for a
2O%-down, fixed 30-year mortgage. Ihose tax ntes arc about
3.3 fimes higherthan the national average effective property
tax rate for homes (about 1-5o/o, in urban areas), as reported in
this year's annual report of Lincoln lnstitute of Land Policy and
Minnesota Center for Fiscal Excellence. (Rural areas have
lower rates.)

Commercial effective rates average 12.7o/o in the south suburbs,
which is 5.7 times the national average for commercial
properties, which is just under 2.3% in urban areas according to
the Lincoln lnstitute study.

The chart on the right shows those rates by municipality in the
south suburbs. They are drawn from a database recently
prepared by the Chicago Tribune.

The south suburban communities revievtred for this article are in
Bremen, Thorntm, Rich and Blmrn To,Arnships directty scilth of
Chicago

Those rates are far higher than most in lllinois, though lllinois itself has the second highest residential rates in the
nation, averaging 2.32yo, according to the Tax Foundation. For Cook County as a whole, median effective rates are
3.5% for residential and 8.6% for commercial.

ln Chicago, average rates are 1.86% and 4.74Yo, respectively, for residential and commercial, according to the
Chicago Tribune's data. With the new increases proposed, those rates would be 2.10o/o and 5.26o/o, according to the
Tribune data.

All those rates may be low, however, because they rely on the tax assessor's indication of true market value of
properties. And, unquestionably, the variance even within individualtowns is staggering. Browse through actual
sales and tax history on properties in those communities yourself. That information is easy to find on Zillow and
similar online sites. I have looked at dozens of them. Within a single community, it's not hard to find some homes
bearing an effective tax rate under 3% and others over g%. That seeming arbitrariness is a different subject I won't
try to tackle here. Suffice it to say that how properties are assessed infuriates owners throughout the county.
Unfairness and uncertainty about who will pay how much is an entirely different problem, and it's severe.

The consequences:
What happens when property taxes rise to those levels? The answers should be obvious, but let's look at some
data.

:
t, property values have been ravaged. The lnstitute for
rsing Studies at DePaul University, in August, published a
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ly of regional home price performance. lt's particularly good
ause it focuses on same-home, matched pair data, so it
ids distortions in simple average sale prices.
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study's conclusions are on the right. Highlighted in red are the two regions defined in the study that most
ely match the south suburban definition I'm using here. Particularly striking is price performance since 2000.
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A few pa rticula r comm un,ties;

An especially sad victim is Park Forest. lt was, in its day,
Thrornton Towrship. Sorrce: Franczek Radde*.
the classic post World War Il suburb with miles of nearly
identicalthree bedroom, one bath homes built in the
1950s. lt teemed with happy kids when I grew up there, every one of whom knew exactly what "meet me at the

clock tower" meant: Ride your bike to the clock tower shown on the right in
the Park Forest Plaza, a great place for a movie, lunch or whatever.

It was modest by any standard, then or now (which, in retrospect, is the best
way to grow up), but it was safe, clean and proud to have enacted an open
housing ordinance long before Federal civil rights legislation. Schools were
quite good and property taxes were, as best as the old-timers I talk to
remember, well under 1%.

But residential property taxes today average over

and any look at sales
prices of homes shows a steady decline. Schools have deteriorated. Crime
abounds. The clock tower is long gone.
7o/o

Robbins may be the worst off of Chicago's suburbs, based on a look at its
real estate. A regular reader called me on a Sunday afternoon this past
Park Forest's "Clock Towef' in its dav
Summer. He was in Robbins for a baseball tournament with his daughter.
"Good God," he said, "this truly looks like some bombed out city after a war."
For Robbins, I couldn't really get a sense of going prices and effective property tax rates by looking at sales data
because almost all are foreclosures and abandoned properties.

Flossmoor, however, may be the keystone, and it has cracked. lt's among the prettiest and was long among the
most prosperous towns in the state, filled with beautiful older homes and huge oak trees. lts high school,
Homewood-Flossmoor, was traditionally among the best in lllinois. Today, Flossmoor is where many of those stories
originate of owners trapped in their homes. Their values have sunk below mortgage balances and potential buyers
balk at effective tax rates around 5%, often far higher. Many owners are stuck there. lt's seen as the last island of
stability in the area, but it's submerging.

Other Causes.'
Suicidal property taxes are are both a symptom and a cause of the

collapse of these suburbs, but other factors clearly contributed.

Manufacturing was traditionally concentrated in the south suburbs,
so its decline hit them hardest. Recent data published by the
show the total number of
jobs
private sector
in south suburban Cook County down since
1996 by about 19,000 and declining even since the 2007 recession
no posf-recession job recovery.

-

Some blame the tear-down of the Robert Taylor Homes, a vast, low
income, high rise housing project that lined the Dan Ryan

One of dozens of buildings in Chtcagos Robert Taylor
Homes, now qone

Expressway on Chicago's Southside. Many former residents are said to have taken Section 8 vouchers and moved
to the south suburbs.

Finally, all these communities are crushed under impossible pension obligations. Aside from their share of multi
bilion-dollar unfunded liabilities for Cook County and the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, most of these
suburbs have their own police and fire pensions, which are in miserable shape. Afew random examples: Chicago
Heights firefighter pension is 48% funded with a $38 million unfunded liability; Cicero police pension is 49% funded
and $62 million in the hole; and Country Club Hills firefighter pension is 54% and $5.8 million in the red. They have

no hope ever to pay those pensions in full, being over-taxed so badly already.

Each of those factors eroded the tax base or made government more costly, pushing effective property rates up and
making the rates themselves the most powerful source of further decline.

oDon't go pasf the curue"- fhe lesson for Chicago and others:

Some other suburbs scattered through other Chicago areas have rates just as insane as in the south suburbs.
Waukegan's residential rate, for example, is 5.5% plunging it, too, into a death spiral. Riverside's is7.60/o; Zion's is
7.1o/a. Many others have rates heading upwards towards the irrational. For them, the warning should be clear.

For Chicago, the standard narrative in its debate about property taxes says they're low compared to the suburbs.
That's certainty true, but should it mean anything? Suburban averages are pulled up by the rates I've described.
Suburban averages also include high rates in prosperous communities willing to pay very stiff taxes for some of the
best schoots in the country. Even a huge tax hike will not allow Chicago to offer that. Most importantly, property
taxes are a much smaller part of the total tax picture for Chicago than for other places in lllinois. Chicagoans pay
more in taxes and fees, per person, than residents of any other major city in lllinois, as detailed by the lllinois Policy
lnstitute. Look at the bigger picture when thinking about Chicago.

By "don't go past the top of the curve," Prof. lnman at the Wharton School of Finance was saying that, after a

certain point, tax rates destroy a community and reduce tax collections. lt's the phrase he used in a presentation
last year at the Chicago Federal Reserve. Economists debate where the top of the curve is, but ordinary people
should know it when they see it, and it's plain to see in Chicago's south suburbs.

No easy solution is apparent to me for the south suburbs.

Don't repeat their history.

The best that come from their plight is the warning they've given.

As Chicago plummeted to junk bond status, the political circus played on in Springfield. The
House voted on a bill to freeze property taxes that, unsurprisingly, won't acfually do so - the
sponsor admitted such in debate. ln abrazen display of insincerity, though, the Democrats ran
with the bill so their suburban legislators could claim they voted to freeze taxes when in fact it is
the last thing these rmion backed legislators wanted to do. Not to mention, freezing Chicago
property taxes could plunge the city into deeper trouble with the bond market and threaten the
immediate recall of millions of dollars by creditors. This bill was meant to fail and it did. But the
convoluted property tax system needs at least a bit of discussion. Property taxes are a liberal's
dream as they are both progressive and out of control in Illinois.

Illinois

has the second highest property tax burden in the United States. Assessors across the

state are confronted daily with seniors who can no longer afford to stay in their homes due to the
escalation of tanes on their property. In DuPage County, average property taxes have increased
2lYointhe last decade even when the value of the property dropped by 17% during the sarne
period. Freezing property taxes is an important goal and lowering them would be even better.
However, simply freezing the amount that local governments ask for each year, the tax levy, will
not guarantee a freeze for your individual property tax.

Even if your district's levy and total value of property stays the same, your taxes will rise if any
of your taxing districts has increasing debt costs that are levied outside the tar cap. Bondholders
require that the debt is guaranteed with specific property tax revenues. The security of those
payments are so important that they typically flow straight from the county treasurer to
bondholders, bypassing even the local government responsible for them.

Additionally, your property taxes will continue to rise even under afrozen levy if the value of
your property rises in comparison to otler properties in that taxing district. Six years ago in
Naperville Township, commercial property accounted for over 40% of total property value, now
it only accounts for 33Yo. Under this reality, erren if government had asked for the same levy
amount, residents picked up more of the burden as commercial values declined. Here is yet
another reason we need to become business friendly.
The resident/commercial burden is especially skewed in Cook County and Chicago. This year
on March 1 5, the Willis Tower sold for $ I .3 billion. At that time, the Cook County Assessor,
however, valued it at only $534 million. The next highest sale was a building at that sold for
$850 million and was valued at only $360 million - 42o/o of the sales price. Within the top 12
sales in Chicago last year, one building was on the books with a fair market value of only I I
percent of its sales price. Commercial property is woefully undervalued for assessment purposes
in Chicago.
101 counties in the state of Illinois have the same property tax laws. But Cook County is the
only county allowed to operate under different rules. Their under valuation of property for both
residential and commercial makes them seem to have less local resources and results in them
receiving more state education dollars than they deserve. The bureaucrats and politicians have
known this for years, but the political class, headquartered in Chicago that have run this state for
decades, wants the rest of the state to play the game they rigged.

Meanwhile, the best way to reign in individual property ta:res is through economic growth and
local government cost control. Wheatland Township levied zero dollars last year. They
consolidated assets, sold assets they didn't need, and used that money instead of levying any tax.
The City of Wheaton has not raised property taxes in 5 years. New development and new stores
generated new tares through normal economic growth. Local government leaders have openly
stated that what they need for budget control are prevailing wage reform, pension reform,
worker's compensation reform, and collective bargaining and arbitration reform. All of those
ideas have gotten lip service in Springfield.
Governor Rauner's pro-growth reform agend4 noted above and including other business
reforms, is the answer. But if he doesn't get it through, we should all be worried. Illinois can
only defu the market for so long before economic reality hits.

